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It’s Time to Upgrade
to Modern POS
While retail is in a state of transition, the physical
store is not going anywhere. PWC reports that
the past three years have witnessed increases in
weekly bricks-and-mortar shoppers, from 40%
in 2015 to 44% in 2018, the rise in physical store
shopping could be attributed to a desire for
more experience-driven interactions when visiting
stores. The retail Point of Sale (POS) of the
future is inherently mobile, and will no longer
be supported by a counter on non-cloud based,
legacy hardware.
Retailers must address sunk costs associated
with legacy payment systems and infrastructure.
Deploying new retail payment systems used to
take years and cost millions. It was also common
for these systems to sit untouched for decades
because the thought of changing them was
daunting. Fortunately, mobile technology is
readily available and can co-exist with existing
solutions to enable line busting, better serve
customers with clienteling, and drive incremental
sales by tapping into an endless aisle of
web-based inventory.
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Creating a Modern
Store Checkout
Experience Is Fast
and Simple
Make Checkout a Breeze &
Go Counterless
By 2021, 87% of retail associates will be armed
with a mobile POS (Retail Touchpoints).
Integrating a mPOS into a sales associate app
speeds the path to purchase and offers a
user-friendly and seamless checkout experience,
eliminating customer frustration associated
with long wait times. Juniper Research estimates
that cashierless checkout systems for retail
stores are expected to handle more than $78
billion in transactions in the next four years,
up from $9.8 billion in 2016. In fact, more than
5,000 retail outlets will offer this technology
by 2022, while the number of consumers using
mobile checkout applications will soar to 30
million from less than 4 million in 2017.

solution to meet the needs of sales associates
and customers. Moreover, the archaic model of
clunky hardware upgrades and service contracts
is a notion of the past. With modern software and
cloud-based deployments, upgrading is seamless.
Modern POS dramatically reduces the operational
investment of time and money.
Now that the technology exists and is readily
available, there is no reason to wait to transition
to a modern, mobile POS.

Adopting Modern POS for your stores should not
be overwhelming, with a cloud-based platform,
it can be customized to suit the specific needs
of retailers and deployed in a matter of weeks.
Moreover, iterating on this build is simple with
the cloud - retailers and brands are not beholden
to lengthy development cycles and can make
changes on the fly as they test and evolve the
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Capabilities of
Modern POS
Q: I need a mobile POS to modernize my store and provide flexibility to co-exist with my existing countertop POS.
OR
I need to completely replace my existing POS with a modern and mobile POS.
A:

Software:
PredictSpring Modern POS App
Hardware:
Form Factor Agnostic (iOS or Android) iPad Mini, iPad, iPad Pro, iPod, iPhone, Android Tablet
Casing with Integrated Scanner
Payment Reader
Cash Drawer
Receipt Printer

Line Busting (Save Sales)
Limited Square Footage for
Inventory Holding (Save Sales)
Pop-Up Storefront (Test Alternate
SKUs & Locations)
Increase Ticket Size (Upsell)
Enable Better Customer
Relationships (Clienteling)
Enable In-Store Fulfillment
with BOPIS
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Need to Accept Cash
Need to Manage Split Payments
(Cash & Card)
Ability to Pay with Gift Card

Offline Mode
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Does Your POS
Support These
Use Cases?
Line Busting
Lines Are Costing You Revenue
When customers pass by your store and see a line,
they are less likely to walk-in. When customers
are in your store and see a line, they are less
inclined to proceed to the register to check out.
And according to Adyen, lines are costing retailers
$37.7 billion in lost sales every year.
Existing legacy systems are difficult to integrate
with a modern mPOS to enable a flexible
checkout option. However, removing customer
frustration associated with lines and enabling
store associates to easily take payment for
purchases from anywhere in the store is simple.
Retailers require a modern solution that scales up
for busy periods when they need it, to solve for
potential lost revenue.

By pairing an endless aisle solution with a
mPOS, retailers and brands can assist with every
customer request and not limit customer inventory
selection to what’s only available in-store. A store
kiosk can further be leveraged as an endless aisle
self-service customer tool, similar to the way
Target and Walmart have adopted this technology
to ensure they meet every customer product
need. Paired with a mPOS, this empowers in-store
shoppers to self-checkout.

Limited Square Footage
for Inventory Holding
Never ‘Out of Stock’ with Endless Aisle
Nowadays, the cost of real estate is incredibly
expensive. Modern retailers and brands are opting
for a smaller store footprint, and are no longer
leveraging stores as a warehouse. Retailers are
experimenting with small showrooms with few or
no products, and the results are impressive with
NYT and StoreStream Metrics reporting that
smaller showrooms are in fact yielding higher
annual revenue per square foot.
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Pop-Up Storefront
Test New Product Concepts, Store Locations
or Serve Seasonal Merchandise
With the convenience of mobile-friendly POS,
retailers and brands can test new experiential
retail concepts via a pop-up store or temporary
location. This can be achieved without a costly
investment. Retailers can avoid committing to
a physical location for an extended period of
time, and can recoup hefty costs associated
with over-investment in retail leases. Scale
operations when and where you need them,
for example, during the busy holiday period or
when testing new product lines or concepts.

Increase Ticket Size
A Concierge Driven Fitting Room, Fitted
for Conversions
The fitting room is undoubtedly the forgotten
area of the store, it is typically unorganized, messy
and disheveled. Retailers seldom take advantage
of customers in the buying mindset by providing
a stellar fitting room experience. According to
Alert Tech, customers in the fitting room are 7x
more likely to make a purchase, than customers
who simply browse the store floor looking at
merchandise. Creating a concierge driven fitting
room experience that your customers will love
is within reach. With a fitting room app, product
recommendations are served based on customer
item selection. Shoppers can further browse
store and online catalogs, and then request to
try these items from the store associate.
In addition, a fitting room app can be paired
with a mPOS so a customer’s confirmed selection
is automatically sent to an associate so the
associate can accept instant payment.
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Enable Better Customer
Relationships (Clienteling)
Make Your Customer Feel Special (Help Me,
Help Them, Engage & Increase Ticket Size)
A study from InMoment reveals that despite the
convenience of shopping online, consumers still
value the in-store experience and human contact
associated with stores and associate interactions.
In an age of increasing competition, it has never
been more important to offer a store experience
that makes customers feel special to drive
satisfaction, loyalty and ultimately CLTV. With
clienteling, sales associates have a 360-degree
view of the customer and can tap into omnichannel customer data to glean insights into
previous purchases, wishlists, loyalty status
and more. Moreover, associates can provide
recommendations to inspire customers with
direct access to lookbooks with curated product
bundles, social media feeds including a Shoppable
Instagram. Furthermore, store associates
can facilitate future store visits by booking
appointments on behalf of customers - sharing
new looks and sending appointment reminders
via e-mail. Once the store associate has fulfilled
the customer request, the associate can easily
complete checkout with or without the customer
present directly from the app.
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Enable In-Store
Fulfillment with
BOPIS (Buy Online,
Pickup In-Store)
Your In-Store Bridge to Online Shopping
Customers want the convenience of shopping
anywhere and anytime. While 90% of sales
still occur in physical stores (U.S. Census),
encouraging free in-store pickup assists in driving
foot traffic to stores and provides additional sales
opportunities for store associates. Retailers can
combine the ease of online and in-app shopping
with the immediacy of in-store order collection
to meet modern consumer needs. In-store
customers should not be stuck in lines,
outdated web experiences, or an archaic store
POS system. In fact, beauty chain Ulta claims
that its omni-channel shoppers spend nearly
three times as much as customers who only shop
at the brand’s physical stores (Forbes). It is no
doubt that click-and-collect is on the rise with
major retailers such as Target and Bloomingdales
providing this service. Providing an alternate
and convenient method of order collection for
customers is not something that is limited to
big-box retailers, in fact, by 2021, 90% of retailers
are expected to offer BOPIS (Retail Touchpoints).
Make fulfilling product requests for customers
easy wherever and whenever they are with
BOPIS. Processing customer returns
is also simple for store associates who can
complete the process with a few clicks, on
one light device, from anywhere in the store.
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Split Cart Orders
Empower Shoppers to Order from Online
and Store Inventory
In-store shoppers can purchase both online
and in-store products in one single transaction.
Store associates benefit from access to a full
catalog and can upsell customers by looking at
their online cart and past purchases to suggest
items for in-store purchase.

Offline Mode
Trading Never Stops with Offline Mode
Mobile devices have transformed the way in which
consumers shop, the same is true for retailers and
brands. Now more than ever, retailers are looking
to improve customer service in-store and mobile
technology has become a tool to achieve faster,
better and more intuitive store associate and
customer experiences. Technologies such as
endless aisle, clienteling, and mobile POS have
streamlined the associate experience. But in
order to run efficiently, this technology relies on
access to a stable internet connection. Retailers
looking to replace a legacy point of sale with a
modern mobile point of sale may fear that the
loss of connectivity would result in lost sales.
PredictSpring has built a robust Modern POS to
support retail trade and continue business as
usual during downtime or intermittent connectivity. Offline mode ensures retailers save sales
by accepting orders, creating customer accounts, and taking payments stress-free despite
network issues.
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Payments
Hardware to Support
Swift Payments
PredictSpring partners with various payment readers
including Square, PayPal, Verifone, and Ingenico.
Square and PayPal provide complete payment
solutions and tokenization. Verifone and Ingenico
allow retailers and brands to select their preferred
payment gateway and processor.

Cash Management
Wirelessly Connect to a Cash Drawer
PredictSpring Modern POS wirelessly connects to
a cash drawer to enable cash payments. Store
managers can monitor cash flow and sales in real-time
within the app.
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Preferred Systems
Integrator
How a Systems
Integrator Can Speed
the Path to Go-Live
A Systems Integrator (SI) can provide support to
a retailer or brand that does not have an in-house
team of e-commerce platform developers. An SI
that has partnered with PredictSpring and lead
understanding of the nuances of an integration
to proactively prevent issues along the way based
on the specific needs of the brand and retailer.
This includes customizations associated with cart,
checkout, payments, fraud protection, and tax
components.
By leveraging past experiences and deep
knowledge of enterprise e-commerce platforms,
an SI will launch the integration faster and more
efficiently so you can focus on driving sales and
improving customer engagement.
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How to Integrate with
Blue Acorn
Blue Acorn is an e-commerce agency that helps
retailers and brands achieve revenue growth
through data-driven design, development, and
optimization.
Blue Acorn can begin the integration process
for PredictSpring Modern POS.
PredictSpring connects to the account creation,
customer lookup, and order placement functionalities, which allows retailers and brands to manage
inventory, pricing, and promotions across both
online and offline channels. Blue Acorn can
connect any payment processor to PredictSpring
Modern POS, including Square, PayPal, Verifone,
and Ingenico.

Benefits of Partnering
with Blue Acorn &
PredictSpring
Go to market faster with a trusted systems
integrator that has previous experience managing
complex omni-channel retail integrations.
Focus on driving revenue and improving
customer engagement by partnering with
omni-channel experts.
Customize the omni-channel integration based
on your specific needs.
For more information about the PredictSpring
integration, contact the Blue Acorn team at
info@blueacorn.com or 843.793.5641.
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The PredictSpring
Difference
An On-Brand Experience

One App Experience

The PredictSpring CMS allows users to customize
an associate app experience that is on-brand
and can be configured to meet the specific
needs of the company. An on-brand experience
extends beyond the creative aesthetics of the
app, and also encompasses the operational
workflow between associates and customers.
Not every retailer has the same requirements,
some operate showroom style storefronts with
limited inventory, others operate thousands of
stores with hundreds and thousands of SKUs.
Your app experience is tailored to map back to
the most efficient workflow to meet the needs

No longer do retailers have to use multiple
applications to power the in-store experience.
With PredictSpring, brands can solve for multiple
store-based use cases within one app, including
endless aisle/product discovery, fitting room
management, clienteling, and store-pickup
(BOPIS). In addition, it consolidates workforce
applications to enable retail associates to
clock-in/clock-out, view training materials,
and appropriate analytics.

of your organizational complexity.
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Ease of Use
Consumers don’t require training to use a modern
app like Instagram. Why should employees have
to be trained to use a store associate facing
application? Retail employees are consumers,
who are accustomed to interacting with a mobile
device just like anyone else. Driving adoption
is difficult, the PredictSpring mPOS app makes
adoption easy with its consumer-centric interface.

Reduced Total Cost
of Ownership
Legacy POS systems are expensive and require
complex setup, upgrades, and support. Consumer
grade iOS and Android devices are readily
available and simply require a WIFI or cellular
network connection. Moreover, with cloud-based
infrastructure and SaaS, retailers and brands
benefit from new feature updates and functionality,
at no extra charge, and without the overhead
of a SOW.

Faster Deployments,
Faster Platform
The speed of the PredictSpring platform is
unrivaled, with 200 millisecond load times and a
patented search engine that delivers instant results
as the user types. PredictSpring integrates with a
brand’s existing infrastructure to deploy a complete
solution in 6 - 12 weeks.

Unified Mobile
Commerce Platform
PredictSpring is the mobile commerce platform
to power the full omni-channel experience including
store associate Clienteling, Endless Aisle, Fitting
Room, mPOS and native consumer mobile shopping
apps. In addition, the PredictSpring no-coding
platform allows merchants to leverage the same
backend and proprietary CMS for both store
associate and consumer experiences. Choose from
more than fifty modules to create an experience
tailored to your audience.
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Enable Seamless
In-Store Shopping
with a Trusted
Partner Ecosystem
In the store, PredictSpring powers global brands
with its mPOS, clienteling and endless aisle solutions, and has expanded its partner ecosystem to
integrate with multiple payment gateways, credit
card readers, and in-store hardware vendors.
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To learn more about
PredictSpring Modern
POS get in touch today to
request a demonstration.

predictspring.com/demo
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